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Abdul Haye Amin()
 
Hello every one at Poems  and visitors!
 
Today I decided to take Journey path into using Poems . I believe the site will
excite and passionate in Language of Literature in poetry. I like the website. I
would like to introduce myself!
 
I am Abdul Haye, my pseudonym, nickname, Abdul Haye Amin (Nistur Bandhu) ,
the name ‘Nistur Bandhu’ mean in English ‘Cruel Friend’ unfortunately, not by
heart however, by sound tastes as ‘Cruel Friend’. Nick name given by associate
Friends, I don’t not know the reason why? But I like by name ‘Nistur Bandhu’
under this name has been written ‘Bangla’ Songs released in Sylhet District,
Bangladesh, by Bangla Music Industry.
 
I love concentration on Reading British nation favourite news paper Sun page 3.
Unfortunately, under the (Psychiatrist Medical Language) , often claims ‘Visual
Hallucination’. Under the symptom, ‘Schizophrenia’- “Seeing, Hearing, Sensing
thing which is not there” but I often believe I am reading Sun page 3. My
disability Psychiatrist Doctors claim I am not reading! It (delusion) , mistaken
beliefs, therefore, prescribed tablets “Seroxat and or the Zyprexa” to be Taken
Five Time a day, Instead of Ritual.
 
My habits of writing something on my own as a second Language “English”
practice myself to communicate with peoples around me and to learn and over
come communication my difficulties in Language of English. Left Secondary Holte
School, City of Birmingham, West Midland, United Kingdom, without any
Qualification. In English and In Bangla Whatsoever.
 
Age of only ten Emigrated in the United Kingdom hardly can write my own name.
By virtue of birth born in Sylhet District, by cast Muslim. Forty years old, free
young, and Singles. Worked as an Indian Catering Industries. Many part of
Britain was in headline news and Features articles for serving Indian meals
‘Chicken Curry and Rice’. The well known ‘Sub-Continent of India’, main dishes
after ‘Bread and Butter’ and ‘Fish and Chip’, in England.
 
Written book of poems in Bangla ‘Neel Dariar Prem’—(Bangladeshi) , mean in
English ‘Oceans of Love’ once was known British India; the ‘Bangla’ poem book
has been ‘Book reviewed’ by the well known In United Kingdom, Community
weekly Newspaper, ‘Janomot’ under the book Review, ‘Neel Dariar
Prem’—(Oceans of Love) , by Press Association in London. And also written in
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English Language book of poem, “The Islands Historia De Amor”
 
However, I especially concentrate on unforeseeable miracles life beyond human
being imagination in thought, for example the disaster of “Tsunami” in Japan and
in ‘Sub-Continent of India’, often occupied our every day life by unknown power
of force, I therefore, hope with well known websites I can use my passion of
childhood in writing exploring my personal thought and bring something to share
new to this websites community within mean of humanity, hospitality, and in
love? .
 
May I Thank You from bottom of the Ocean of Love for taking your precious
spare times where ever you may be from times to read my Profiles.
 
Unfortunately, regret and sympathise, I can pay you no reward for other than
Almighty Lord, Whose name without known seeds and Inks written in the E.E.C.
forest. To pay for you visit. Friendship Click of finger However, I do welcome and
appreciates any one to suggest if any comments to make to let me know where
do I actually stand?
 
By The Islands Historia De Amor. 
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&quot;I Fall In Love With Dementia? &Quot;
 
&quot;I Fall in love with Dementia? &quot;
 
…&quot;It is very sad world
Those who fall in love with
'Dementia'
 
Without knowing the past medical record
I was unfortunate to fall in love with?
 
How will I ever divorce my sincere love?
Dementia she has no interest in me no more!
Totally lost taste in life?
Acting as a stranger in my life.
 
How do I forget my love?
And divorce my life from Dementia?
She was only my life when I ever met
Today I cry alone Dementia recognized me no more!
 
'I love you'
Seem no value by name Dementia to her
Was I not unfortunate to fall into loving nest?
 
Please tell his or her
I still love Dementia?
Till God part us apart between us.
 
It is not our mistake to fall in love with Dementia but
To search for clue myself how much actually I do
Love Dementia in life once beauties drive my lonely hearts.
 
Those who are in love with
Dementia please take care of
It inspire all nation beauty of Dementia
And will inspire with passion of love.
 
Neuropsychiatric Symptoms of Dementia
Activity of ritual five times a day contributes
Lose of memories bring into soul, mind and heart.
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Practice of Ritual the Therapy of Biblical
Recitation of Holy Bible Quran help
Those who are righteous believer
In the name of Lord.
 
Behavioral and or Psychological symptom
Deteriorate Disease of any kind except death!
Wash away spiritually disease heal where it pain
Toward better health in human being life on earth.
 
Prostrates secretly appreciate your Lord
To forgive you as sinner of all
Your memory, mind and health
Hand of almighty Lord by any method
Not hand of medical teams or doctors.
 
Remember your life belong to you
Don't give to your doctors to play with
Worship your Lord donate your life to God,
Then you and I free from any known disease.
 
Search Holy Bible or Quran for the truth,
No matter who ever you are
At the most critical time in life.
 
&quot;La-He-La-Ha-Hil-Lal-La-Hu&quot;
Is medication or treatment for any symptom?
To cure from your known illness
It duty tax free given to you all,
Only those who trust.
 
My heart arches for my beauty of Dementia
How much I love in word I lost as oceans of Sea waves!
 
How to recover my Dementia to love me again in life
My dear Lord you are only hope in my life remain for
My lover Dementia to bring memory back to reality.
 
Far as skies I discovered your name 'Allah'
And inside human being body
Today who should I bet in life?
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Other than your name?
 
I shall never divorce my love Dementia by virtue nor
Will I forget your name 'Allahu' but recites in vain?
Until my Dementia say
'I Love You'
In life again.
 
As mentioned Holy Bible Quran Sura Kaf
After 109 years
Human memory returned in life how?
Without treatment or medication.
 
Dementia I love you by any cost?
It a lesson my Lord given us to learn from
Our generation to follow his instruction
In culture, in heritage and in our society.
 
To void such symptom
In generation in human being life or,
Search for treatment in the universes,
If you are honest and truthful indeed.&quot;
 
By author Abdul Haye Amin.
 
 
Abdul Haye Amin
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Friendship Click Of Fingers?
 
'Will I ever be invited to be your friends by any means?  To know each other by
click of a finger other side of the Worlds? It's easy to click in computers or laptop
but difficult to believe in a 'Click of a finger Friendships? ' I don't know the
reasons myself why?
 
Other than, today not my, his, or her, enemy of all. By knowing you leave me no
signs of friendship in memory of love but to regrets in life, when I realised my
friendships were died under the lists of spasms. My dear click of   a distant
Friendship why?
 
It's not your faults but mines to add your name under the Friendship  ignoring
the messengers of appointed Almighty Lord Representatives in these cruel
Worlds of lust. I now trust it's better to lives alone without Friendship click of
fingers at all.
 
You may not but I may be cruel to discharge your name ever under the lists of
spasms? Before not I but you ever suffer under the symptoms of depression
when you realise your name has been listed under the not novel prize winner
honour list but spasms.
 
Try in life to spend if not minute but seconds, without British medical tablets
'Seroxat' in the name of your own appointed Almighty Lord in the universes.
Even if they ever passed away. You may be smart sharing not information's of
modern technology of an ordinary person's life but not sharing the Holy Saints.
 
To clear your States clearance visa for coming seasons ahead. Prepare your
permanent residents in love not search internet 'click of a
relationships' the blinds loves never will last but in tears with
packets of tablets 'Risperdone'  with N.H.S.  Free packet of condoms in your
lonely life.
 
Then don't you ever blame your distant Friendships nor Relationships you ever
committed in Virtue to build in your life.
 
When Almighty God says...'But God demonstrates his own love for us in this:
While we were still sinner, Christ died for us'—(Romans: 5: 8) .
 
The sinners to search not Internet 'click of a fingers friendship' for but Churches
my love to clear our sins under the lists of spasms, not your friendship? Today I
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realised your commitment of mistake in life by having not book of English poems,
'The Islands Historia De Amor' but Holy Bible at home!
 
I regret and sympathise, if I ever could not be your friends in this cruel world of
lust. But I cry alone to be your friends of none but all. May almighty Lord never
isolate from your lovers or love in this worlds. Nor ever your name listed under
the medical 'Intensive Care Units' or 'Royal Hospital for Nero-Disability' Hospital
Lists. Please my Lord by any cost. Regardless of colour of cast, origins, races, or
nationalities.
 
To search into internet why click of a fingers unknown friendships at all? Where
there is friend's around close to your own home town, every day peoples met in
local Churches to make not new friends. But to worship in love. To build not
dreams castle with sands but Environment in love. Don't take University
graduate, Political Ministers, words nor mines but Holy Bible your Lord.
 
Then you will finds Tablets of medications for your symptoms you are suffering
for 'Click of a Friendship in internet or in Face book' search not internet but
Almighty Lord, who ever was in this living  cruel worlds?
 
My death is victory in this world of hatred, blinks of eyes if you ever know the
reasons why? You will then never ask me to be your friend's click of a computer
relationship other than to invite myself to local Churches there is every one
friend known as 'Allah' not his or her friend but will it be ever mine? '
 
 
The Author of:
'The Islands Historia De Amor' & 'Nil Dariar Prem'.
 
 
Abdul Haye Amin
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Natural Leaves On The Tree!
 
&quot;Natural leaves on the tree&quot;
 
&quot;There are in our Generation many Individual's peoples strive to find...
That we seek in our temporary life to meet?
 
But only a very few beyond boundaries in our knowledge and thought! Will make
a lasting distant
'Click of a Finger Friendships'
impression in our thought and in imagination
in Friendship without any doubt in our lives!
On our mind and in our lonely hearts.
 
To fulfill our desire and pleasure
we often fail to draw on papers!
 
Individuals as a token of signs
mankind on earth beyond our dream and out of reach.
 
That we will think of often
as our beauty angles always seen
his or her bedroom wall mirror
we often without any makeup but cry alone,
And who will always remain Important in our memory to us all,
 
As a gifts from Almighty Lord as a true Friends,
to share if any thought in life?
To last as in history, symbolise of love as Taj Mahal in India,
our Friendship!
 
Regardless of by cast or origin are
in our loving environmental society,
Today we often fail to count's the fresh leaves of a tree's?
 
The original natural seeds we neglected of no use in life once!
Our lonely heart arches for
only sincere in virtue true not natural trees,
But Friendships
as natural leaves
on the tree remain indeed! &quot;
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...The Author's of The Islands Historia De Amor.
 
Abdul Haye Amin
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Portugal Manoel Da Assumpcam Missionary.
 
'Portugal Manoel Da Assumpcam
Amar Sonar Moyna Pakki Amigo,
I never seen you in my live ever before
Which Country are you from?
My dear amigo Manoel Da Assumpcam.
 
Your colour of heritage in unknown Land l fear to bear your name in word.
I can't bear to missed you my amigo, Oh yes it can't be forgot either
You have contributed your nameless name in the nation without name
To influence other and to form the crowd in unknown Land,
Where are you from Sir?
 
And to shape not my nationalities in Language in Culture but yours!
The present Language in Bangla o' my dear amigo never was counted by.
You may be nothing To Government of Portugal than but today.
Priceless name in the heart of people's in the unknown Land.
 
I have nothing to say in Language Portuguese other than to say thank you.
For teaching and advocating me in Language in Bangla
That nation today celebrates every year.
With their tears on their eyes and face.
 
Bear to say words other than few minute in silent,
As orphanage children's looking at each other face.
Remembering those who gave their words in Bangla and live for.
And today I believe in visual hallucination it's not too late
to say how much I love you in Language in Bangla ‘Nil Dariar Prem'
 
The Birth of new Generation in Culture in Bangla.
Almost was given birth after more than three century in Bangla
'Inna-Lilla-He-O-Inna-He-La-He-Ra-Je-Own'
When will I met you?
 
Day of Kiamot is to far from Bay of Bengal to Portugal.
The mother of all living things on Earth,
Singing in the name of Almighty Lord ‘Allah' too
In the soil of unknown Land in British India my not his or her love.
 
How lucky you was never assassinated by knowing you was pigeons,
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As Bongo Bandhu,
First Prime Ministers of Bangladesh.
I miss you ‘Manoel Da Assumpcam'
Your name prescribed in Language Bangla by name
'Shaheed Minar'
Capital City o Bangladesh.
By name once was known Dac-ca' now became ‘DHA-KA'
 
Your name in my Language Mother tongues days and nights,
‘Joy Bangla'
To Miss you my dear amigo you left us under your own broken umbrella.
Sheltered under the cloud of sky,
Falling rain without control
And under the wings in tender years since 1734,
To wonder rest of entire life.
 
Though the blind cloud of smoke it was I thought ‘Bangla' was not mine.
Sometimes I think who ‘Manoel Da Assumpcam' ever was!
When my lonely mind is clear from suspicious.
As guilty mind always does.
 
I bear to take no medication tablet of Seroxat or Zyprexa
Instead of Ritual Five Times a Days.
But try to concentrate British national favourite's news paper Sun page 3?
To Comfort your medical Doctors buried alive human being,
Under the false Knowledge of medication on earth from Editor!
 
I was searching British pornographic Internet sites
With Former British Rt. Hon. Jacqui Smith,
Which news paper you were reading at the time In British India?
 
Almost fourteen million people have gone crazy for Language Bangla?
Instead of Declaring their own Country.
'The Islamic Bangla States of Portugal'
 
Million of citizen's by name in Bangla never heard of
‘Manoel Da Assumpcam'
 
The mother of all creatures in the Land of Bangla,
After name of Almighty Lord Allah.
 
I wonder who was your mother she may be was not Bengali,
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As My great Grand Mother?
But never had any Bangla Kitab other than Urdu.
 
That when in times under the shadow of his or her love today in vain I follow.
The gift of Language Bangla existence in the domiciles in the Land of Bangladesh.
 
After nine month of struggle in Culture in Bangla.
To me to demonstrate in History, Culture, Heritage, Religion, and in Revelation
Your Language in Bangla treasure under my chest as always ashes,
As cloud in my lonely heart From time to time days and nights.
Without medical tablets Zantac, (Ranitidine) .
 
Today Translated Holy Bible Quran in Language Bangla Instead of in Portuguese.
You are the hero in the eyes of the historian in the nation after three century.
In a moment every one caught in reflections of waves of sea
The melody wave's of sound in Bangla ‘Nistur Bandhu' Song's.
 
I see and hear thought the water reflection your loving name
In Bilingual's Language,
Instead of in your own Generation in Portugal?
 
It a shame on Government of Portugal to Ignore the own citizen's right,
When the Foreign Government of Bangladesh paid in full
Under the E.E.C. European Country Law and Order they agree
By adapting your Language without packet of N.H.S. Condoms,
‘Joy Bangla'
 
Salam, Barkat, Rafique, and Jabbar
To name few died 21st February 1952 for the name of Languages
'BANGLA'
 
What a magic Literature in Bangla prescribed by?
Today my self proud of writing's in Bangla Book of Poetry 'Nil Dariar Prem'
 
Today nation by cast surprise by the out come of Language Bangla in victory.
Almost every corner of the world by name known
‘Bangla'
Instead of Fish and Chip shop in England.
 
Prime Minister of West Pakistan tries to hide from the world
'Urdu'
Was his native Language to dominate the world but failure?
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In the eyes of the European Country Citizen love
Written in Bangla not year but many Centuries ago.
 
West Pakistan Prime Minister was not aware of history
May Language Bangla it returns to your generations and multiplied by?
 
Without giving life as martyrs
May Lord raises your Generation up and called you in Bangla,
'Amar Sonar Portugal'
Brother ‘Manoel Da Assumpcam'
Given us to lead the Country Portugal.
 
And bless their Lord in Language Arabic,
'Allahu Akbar'.
 
Five Times a day in the Land of Portugal.
Those who may never heard of by name as follows,
'Bis-Mil-La-Hir-Rak-Ma-Nir-Ra-Him'
 
'In the name of Almighty Lord (Allah/God/Dues) , the most merciful and most
beneficial of mankind'.
 
Hope your Portugal Government will never make second mistake
After the century many years yet to come!
 
When Government of Bangladesh never made any mistake
To honour the Portugal Citizen's, In Bangla the States Language.
‘Manoel Da Assumpcam'
And by name 'In-Nal-La-Alla- Kolli-Shahin- Kadir'
The States Country known as,
'Bangladesh'
When there was no trace of Bangla
Today it called an Independent Country.
 
Peoples sing a song in the street of Bangla without any fears of.
Bangladesh Is Portugal brother by birth mark?
The first man to advocates Language Bangla from Portugal.
 
Portugal is the part of Bangladesh
Under the European Law.
May God bless United Nation?
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And five Times a Day loud and clear
'Allahu Akbar'
 
How proud in Heritage and in Revelation
By Portugal Government today?
 
Day before Yesterday was his or her dreams
Today from Prime Minister to street refugee in tune in Bangla
'Ami Tuma Ka Valo Bashi'
 
Without invested penny today in the name of his or her love.
How sweet Language in Bangla Peoples cannot tell but
Can sing a song in the name of love
'Amar Sonar Bangla'
'Ami Tumay Valo Bashi'
 
You are my living star in my lonely entire life
Left nothing to treasure in your name today,
But your love in shadow of word from by own mouth in Bangla.
 
Today I feel ashamed to see Peoples of Portugal without
Any Identities in Culture in Revelation in heritage!
 
Claiming Religion in the name of own Lord
Jesus Christ
In Arabic known as
'He-Sa-Ru-Hu-Lul-La-He'
 
Do we need to give Portugal Government lesson when our Teacher
‘Manoel Da Assumpcam'
Given us to lead the States in the name of Love?
'Bis-Mil-La-Hir-Rak-Ma-Nir-Ra-Him'
 
The only name will ever remain in the Land and in the forest.
Another by name out of ninety-nine Lord Jesus Christ father.
 
'O Governo de Portugal diz que eu não sei,
agindo como cegos e surdos'
 
Which planet are they from?
In memory of all the Prophet and saints.
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Salam, Salam, Dorud of Salam,
Sokol Nobe, Poygambor,
Peer, Fokir, Khaus, and Kotub.
 
Today I pray to my Lord bless the people's of Portugal and by name
‘Manoel Da Assumpcam'
Declare 'The Islamic Bangla States of Portugal'
 
Before second City of Tsunami ever strike in the Land of Portugal.
Or  symptoms occupied out land of farmers?
 
Today ‘Manoel Da Assumpcam' my brother amigo in Bangla
May not be here but I
On behalf of Bangladesh to say in blind love,
'Eu te amo Portugal e Obrigado a todos? '
 
And salam, regards and my love to you all,
As oceans of waves in tune in Bangla music?
 
May God Almighty bless you all?
Regardless of by cast or origin are,
Here in the temporary world of
Once you see dry Land than become lake or as Sea? '
 
 
By Abdul Haye Amin. The author's of The Islands Historia De Amor.
 
Abdul Haye Amin
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'What Do They Think Is Wrong? '
 
'What was that, I think that is wrong,
Decision ever made by society alone!
But I do not blame you, nor them!
From the bottom of the ocean of Sea!
 
Knowledge is a precious gift from God
it's divided among believers the other Lord
'Bis-Mil-La-Hir-Rak-Ma-Nir-Ra-Him'
My invitation is not.
 
Except Righteous person without
Education is not wrong for other peoples
to follow sins are invited to search in society
more about my characteristic than God today.
 
The translation is, I thought was wrong but
Today I realize you were correct?
In memory of Prophet Ibrahim alone!
 
Therefore, Award-winning respect and honor to be listed
it is unfortunate not my name ever added to be proud of,
But yours glory of freedom of corruption!
 
Worship is path of my life in search of death in peace!
The victory of discrimination in this world it's your!
My friends as 'God'  not his or her  but mine,
if you are ever unsure of bilingual's language?
 
I can not promise, I will never understand,
'Ga-Fu-Rur-Ra-Him'
The search is not belonging my death given but
today proud of  myself the enemy is added
My name instead of God under their enemy listed? '
 
Abdul Haye Amin
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